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Our “leaders” have elevated the
into the position of the perpetual enemy,

similar to the scenario depicted in “1984”,
but with the added virtues of a terrorism
existing anywhere and nowhere at the

same time. In actuality, the terrorists, are
nothing more than “the Mouse that

Roared”. They represent a foreign culture
that has been dominated by the West for

hundreds of years. They want the freedom
to act out their authoritarian interpretation
of their religion someplace away from the
domination of western consumerism. Their
criminal behavior should be policed and not
treated like acts of “war”. The only reason
they were able to carry out the 911 attack
was because the airlines, in another round

of cost-cutting measures (provoked by
Republican engineered deregulation),
lobbied Congress NOT to have bullet-

proofing on their pilot cabin doors. This
saved the airlines a few hundred dollars
per plane, but cost thousands of lives at
home, hundreds of thousands of lives in

Iraq, and hundreds of billions of dollars in
cruely used tax revenues. Instead of

making Afghanistan (and the rest of the
world) safe from these terrorists and
capturing Bin Laden, they cost-cut the

effort in Afghanistan, allowing the Taliban
to return to their insurgent ways. Poppy

and the opium trade resumed
and Afghanistan is now responsible for
90% of the world’s heroin supply. You’ve

got to ask yourself “why would they
invade Iraq, with knowingly fraudulant
intelligence, if they knew that Bin Laden
and the terrorists were in Afghanistan or

Pakistan?” (Maybe they don’t want to
catch Bin Laden? Do they want to create
weakened states that nurture terrorists?

Do they like promoting the drug trade and
fostering addiction and crime world-wide?

Do they like the drug trade funding
terrorist operations? If not, why are they
PROMOTING these things happening?)

With Bin Laden free, they have the
perpetual bogie man enemy they lost when

the Soviet authoritarian state collapsed
with it’s 24 hour nuclear threat. This form

of fear mongering is a familiar tactic. Just
look at this quote from Nazi leader

Hermann Goering during the Nuremberg
trials in 1946, "Naturally the common

people don't want war; ... But after all, it
is the leaders of the country who determine
policy, and it is always a simple matter to
drag the people along ... . All you have to
do is to tell them they are being attacked,

and denounce the pacifists for lack of
patriotism and exposing the country to

danger. It works the same in any country."

terrorists

cultivation
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